Introduction

Suppose that F(z) is meromorphic in [z[ < 1 and satisfies F(0)=0 there, and that ](z)= F' (z). We define as usual m(r,
F
T(r, F) = re(r, F) + N(r, F) is called the Nevanlinna characteristic function of F(z). The function T(r, F)is
la(r,F)<~l~(r, ll)<<.A(2)lx(r,/), 0<r<l, 0<2< oo,
where A(2) depends only on 2, and also the stronger inequality [5] 
l~(r,F)<A(2)la(r,/), 0<2~<1,
where /~=2/(1-2), and in particular p= + co, if 2=1.
If /(z) is regular then log+ I/(z) l is subharmonic. Hence it follows from the HardyLittlewood maximum theorem [4] , that for 2 > 1
Ia(r, log+ F(z))~I~(r, log + I/x(z)l)-<A(X) Z~(r, log+/(z)), 0<r< 1.
The result we require, would follow at least for regular functions F(z) if the above inequality were to remain true for 2= 1. In fact such an extension is not possible.
Statement of results
We shall prove the following theorems, using the notation introduced above. 
A result of the same general type as (2.6) but with A/(1-t) log [1/(1-t)] instead of ~o(t) was proved by Chuang [2] . A version of (2.7) with the correct order of magnitude but a less precise form is due to Biernaeki [1, Lemma 1, p. 103].
In the opposite direction we can show by examples that the orders of magnitude of the bounds of Theorem 2 are correct as r-->R. We is finite. However, in the first case the constant multiplying log [1/(1-r)] is bounded by one, while in the second case it is bounded by a fixed multiple of T(1, [) and so can be as large as we please.
We shall prove Theorems 1 to 3 in turn. We reserve for a late paper the applications of these results to integral functions and functions meromorphic in the plane.
Some preliminary results
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need some preliminary estimates. We suppose that 0 < r < R, 0 < I ~b] < :~ and write n 2 --r 2 (3.1) P(R, r, 4) R e-2Rr cos q~ + r 2' p(R, r, 4) = sup P(R, t, 4).
We also suppose that 0 < x < R and write r x'" lo RZ-xre~ G(R, , ,9) = g R~d~xx ) , (3.3) and g(R, r, x, r = sup G(R, r, t, r We note that P, p, G and g are homogeneous functions in R, r and x and so we may suppose without loss in generality that R-1. This gives (3.5) when R= 1 and so generally.
3.2.
We proceed to prove (3.6). Suppose that R=I, 0<lr189 and set a(1, r, x, ~b) = log K. We obtain
For fixed K, r and ~b this is a quadratic in x, and the maximum value of K occurs when this quadratic has equal roots, i.e. when
This may be written as
Since the maximum value of K is greater than one, we deduce that Thus we obtain from (3.8) and (3.9)
as required. This completes the proof of (3.6) and so of Lemma 1. 
by (3.5) . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Completion of proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
We suppose now that /(z) 
Next if 0<lb~]~<R 1 we have from /,emma 1, (3.6)
2-~ g(R'lb']'r'r g(R'lb"l'R'r dO R R~-Ib.I 2 (1 ~ 2~lb-dR-]
< log ~ + ~ ~ log R ~ -lb. 12/" (5.4)
-t 2 (
and note that h(t) is an increasing function of t for 0 < t < 1. In fact
-t 2]
We apply the elementary inequality
in turn with x = t -89 and x = 1 + 2gt/(1-t2), and set t = y2. This gives
(1 + y4) (1 -y4 + 7ey2)
Thus h(t) is an increasing function of t for 0 < t < 1. We deduce that for 0<t< R1/R= (r/R) 89 we have
Next we note that
L(t)
2t log lit decreases with increasing t for 0 < t < 1. To see this set l_l § so that 1-t 2_ 2y t 1 -y' 2t 1 _y2
w.
•. ~Y~ 
(l~yY~)log{l+Y] =lyy~
N(r, F) <~ N(r, /) <~ T(r, /) <~ T(R, /),
so that
T(r,F)=m(r,F)+N(r,F)<~[2+~(R)]T(R,/)+log+r
by (2.5). This proves (2.6) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.
6. An extension to subharmonie functions
In view of Riesz' decomposition theorem [10] We set
Then if we put z=O in (6.1) we obtain the analogue of Nevanlinna's first fundamental theorem, namely
T(R, u) = re(R, u) + ~V(R, u) + u(O).
(6.2)
Suppose now that u(0) is finite, so that N(r, u) is finite for 0 < r ~< R, and set ul (re i~ = sup u-(teta).
0~t<~r
We then prove the following analogue of Theorem 1. w.x. ~An
To put the above result in its setting we recall that u(z)=-oo is possible for a dense set of z in ]z I<R, so that ul(re~~ = +oo may hold for a dense set of 0.
To prove Theorem 4, we deduce from (6.1) and (3.1), (3.3) that
u-(re i.) < ~--~ f~u-(Re ~+) P(R, r, r -O)dO + fo.,<, fo<+< O(R,t,r,r 9
Using (3.2), {3.4) we deduce at once that 'f:
+ fo~,<, fo<+J (R' t, r, +-O)V e(te'r 9 (6.3)
We now integrate both sides with respect to 0 and invert the order of integration, which is justified since all integrands are positive. In view of (5.5)and (5.7)we have
Thus we deduce from (6.3), using (3.5) and (6.4) 'f ( y0
This is the first inequality of Theorem 4. In view of (5.8) we deduce shows that on most radial segments, going outward from the origin and having length r, u(z) is not much smaller than u(0), provided that r is small compared with R.
Outline of proof of Theorem 3
We proceed to construct the counter examples whose existence is asserted it* Theorem 3. To do this we define (1) to all real numbers t, such that 0 ~<t ~< 1. This extension is the unique function a(t) in [0, 1], which satisfies (i) and (if).
We set
where C is a positive constant and f:
We shall then prove that F(z) satisfies (2.9). It is trivial that (2.8) holds, since for0~<r<l, 0<0~<2~,
(1) We could probably improve our estimates somewhat by replacing 10 by a smaller integer, e.g. 5 or 6 in this definition, but at the cost of considerably more delicate analysis.
w.x. ~tAy~ log I/(re'~ = c
so that log I/(z)l is positive and harmonic in I zl < 1, and ' f:
The idea of our proof is as follows. We set 0o = (P + 89 when r is sufficiently near 1, which is the type of result we require.
8. The saddle points
Unfortunately a good deal of rather dehcate analysis is required for the actual lower bound for IF(et~176 and to this we now turn, using a saddle point technique.
LEM~, 3. With the above notation set 1-ze -~~176 $=~+i~l, and write
~log/(z)= f~ e't +z d~(t) = g(~) = u + iv.
Then i/ N is su/ficiently large, g(~) has the ]oUowing properties:
<~<h, I~1<~. 
(t) d~(t) + 5 r da(t). (8.1) e ~=0
In order to estimate the integrals occurring in this identity we note that if t, $' lie in J,, J~ respectively, then
It-rl ~ 8.10 "-~ = 16h 10". (8.2)
In particular this inequality holds if t lies in Jo and $' in J:. This completes the proof of Lemma 3 (a).
We now set 1 -ze -~~ = C = ~ + b?, and suppose that
-54h<~<h ' i~/I <2-o'h
We proceed to prove (b). To do this we suppose now that ~ =0, 0 < ~ <h. Then
~-1 [ _ 2e,~ dot(t) ,~ o J~'; (d ~ -1 + ~)2"
We note that (8.6) still holds on J~. Thus
Again we have in 4
17h<lvl=t--Oo<19h, (8.9) so that
e ~" -1 + ~ = ~ + i~ + O(h*). f~ -2e'~ dot(t) f~ [, +O(h)]dot(t)
Thus (e f~ -1
In view of (8.9) and 0 < ~ < h, we deduce that In particular
We choose r=h/630, so that in view of (8.13) 10h s 900h 2
Thus by Rouchd's Theorem g'(~)-g'(~el) and g'(~)=g'(~)-g'(~ez)+g'(~l) have equally
many zeros in I~-~:11 <r, i.e. at least one. We set such a zero equal to ~o = ~o + i~o and note that h
I~1-~o I<~, (8.14)
where ~1 satisfies (8.12 ). This gives (b). .7~Zo ~o ~> ~o In particular la~176 (~x)l>~ 500h 2h s"
It remains to prove (e). We note that in view of
Since a o is real and negative we deduce that
and so in particular for Iz--~ol<h/120<h/lOO--h/630. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
8.4. We also need a global estimate for the growth of u(~). We have seen that u(~) has a local maximum at ~ = ~1, where by (8.14) and (8.12) h I~1-~ol < 6~' and .85h < ~1 < .95h. 
f~ (~2_ ~.) da(t) (dot(t) < 2~
Suppose first that h < ~ < 2h. Then 
Construction of the path of integration
We shall need AeC5 >~logC+log~--~3+ ~ log2+Nlog~-, which is true if N>A:log (As/C). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 3
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we need to estimate I/(z)] from above in the neighbourhood of e ~~176 and to estimate the quantity u(~o) which occurs in Lemma 6 from below. The result is contained in where A1(6 ) also depends only on ~. In this case 1.6(1-t)~(1.1-6) r 1 2~r log 10 log ~-Z~_ r.
